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Abstract 
Jackson, B., H. Li and Y. Zhu, Dominating cycles in regular 3-connected graphs, Discrete 
Mathematics 102 (1992) 163-176. 
Let G be a 3-connected, k-regular graph on at most 4k vertices. We show that, for k > 63, 
every longest cycle of G is a dominating cycle. We conjecture that G is in fact hamiltonian. 
1. Introduction 
Various authors have investigated the existence of Hamilton cycles in 2- 
connected, k-regular graphs, see [6,2,8,10,4]. The strongest result given by 
Zhu, Liu and Yu in [lo] is that all 2-connected, k-regular graphs, k 2 6, on at 
most 3k + 3 vertices are hamiltonian. 
Haggkvist [S] conjectured that the upper bound on the number of vertices 
could be increased to (m + 1)k under the stronger hypothesis that the graph is 
m-connected, m 3 4. The following example, constructed independently by the 
present authors and also H.A. Jung, shows that Haggkvist’s conjecture is false. 
For k = 4t, construct G from two disjoint copies of &+r, III, and Hz, and one 
copy of K,+_-l by adding a set of k independent edges from HI U H2 to the k-set 
of the Kk,k--l, such that HI and H2 are both incident with 2t-edges and then 
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deleting two independent sets of 2t-edges from H1 and Hz respectively in order to 
obtain a k-regular graph. Then G has 4k + 1 vertices, has connectivity equal to 
k/2, and is not hamiltonian since it is not l-tough (deleting the k-set of the Kk,k_-l 
leaves (k + 1)-components). 
Although the above example shows that Haggkvist’s conjecture is wide of the 
mark for m 2 4, we feel that it is close to the truth for m = 3. 
Conjecture 1.1. For k 2 4, every 3-connected, k-regular graph on at most 4k 
vertices is hamiltonian. 
The purpose of this paper is to take a step along the way to proving Conjecture 
1.1 by showing the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a 3-connected, k-regular graph on at most 4k vertices. 
Then for k 2 63, every longest cycle in G is a dominating cycle. 
Our result is closely related to the work of H.A. Jung. In [9] he has shown that 
if G is a 3-connected graph of minimum degree at least k, on at most 4k - 6 
vertices, and C is a longest cycle of G, then every component of G - C has at 
most two vertices. It is also related to the following result of Fan. 
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a 3-connected, k-regular graph and C be a longest cycle in 
G. Then IV(C)1 2 min{]V(G)], 3k). 
We shall use the terminology of [5]. In addition, if G is a graph we shall use ICI 
to denote IV(G)1 and e(G) to denote (E(G)]. For A,B E V(G), we shall use e(A) 
to denote the number of edges of G joining vertices of A, E(A, B) and e(A, B) 
to denote the set and the number of edges joining vertices of A to vertices of B, 
respectively, where edges joining vertices of A fl B are counted twice. Thus 
e(A,B)=e(A-B,B-A)+2e(AnL?)+e(A-B,BnA) 
+e(B-A,BnA). 
For a cycle C= c1czc3. . . c,cl, we shall read subscripts modulo m and denote 
the set {cici+* - * * ci} by C[C,, c,]. For A c V(C), let A+ = {ci+l: Ci EA}, 
A+’ = {Ci+j: Ci E A}, A- = {Ci_ 1: ci E A} and A-‘= {Ci-j: ci E A}. 
We shall use the following results due to Bondy and Chvatal and Jung. 
Theorem 1.4 ([3]). Let G be a graph on n vertices and u,v,w,x E V(G) such that 
uv $ E(G). 
(1) Lf d(u) + d(v) 2 n then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + uv is 
hamiltonian. 
(2) Lf d(u) + d(v) 2 n + 1 then G has a Hamilton wx-path if and only if G + uv 
has a Hamilton wx-path. 
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Theorem 1.5 ([9]). Let C be a longest cycle in an m-connected (m 3 2) graph G 
and H be a Hamilton-connected component of G - C. Then there exists a vertex v 
in H such that 
ICI >s(do(v) -s + 2) + (m - s)(lHj -s + 1) 
2. Preliiary lemmas 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a connected graph such that for every longest path P in G, 
the sum of the degrees of the end-vertices of P is at least IPI + 1. Then G is 
Hamilton-connected. 
Proof. We first show that G is hamiltonian. Choose a longest path P in G and let 
the ends of P be u and v. Let Gi be the lPl-closure of G[P]. Since u and v have 
degree sum at least IPI + 1 in G[P], uv E E(G,), and thus G, is hamiltonian. By 
Theorem 1.4, G[P] is hamiltonian. Since G is connected and P is a longest path 
in G, we deduce that P is a Hamilton path in G and G is hamiltonian. 
Now let H be the (n + 1)-closure of G and choose a Hamilton cycle 
c=vrv~“. v,vi of G. Without loss of generality we may assume that v1 is a 
vertex of minimum degree in H. Since vlvz * - - v, is a Hamilton path in G, it 
follows from the condition of our lemma that 
Since dn(v,) ?=du(vI), we have dH(vn) 3 (n + 1)/2. Moreover for each edge 
v,vi E E(H), 2~ i s n - 1, H contains the Hamilton v,v,+,-path: v1v2. . - 
V~V,V,_l * . . Vi+l* Thus by Theorem 1.4, G contains a Hamilton v,v,+,-path and 
&(ur) + dG(ui+l) 2 n + 1. Hence vlvifl E E(H) and thus d,(vJ 2 dn(v,) 3 (n + 
1)/2. Since vi has minimum degree in H, we deduce that H has minimum degree 
at least (n + 1)/2. Thus H is complete and hence is Hamilton connected. By 
Theorem 1.4, G is Hamilton connected. 0 
Definition 2.2. In the following four lemmas, let C = c1c2 . . . c,cI be a longest 
cycle in a graph G and H be a component of G - C. Let W E V(H) be such that 
any two vertices of W are joined by a path in H of length at least 1 - 1. Let 
X c V(C) be such that each vertex of X is joined to at least two vertices of W. 
Let Q be the set of ordered pairs (Ci, ci) such that ci and ci are joined to two 
distinct vertices of W and C[cifl, c,-,] fl N(W) = 0. 
Putting x = 1x1, X = {ur, u2, . . . , u,} (the subscripts of ui will be reduced 
modulo x if needed throughout) and q = 1 Q 1, we have q > x for x 2 2. Also if 
(ci, ci) E Q then IC[Ci+lr Cj-l]l s 1 by the maximality of C. 
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Lemma 2.3. Zf q 2 2 then n 2 ]H] + 2 J/V,(W) + q(l - 1). 
Proof. The result follows since 
VW) u NAW) u u%(w))+ u ( u 
(w,kQ 
C[Ci+*, cj-II) E V(G) 
and the above sets are disjoint pairwisely by the maximality of C. •I 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that Ci,ci are disjoint elements of X and that ci+l is joined to 
c, E C[ci+,, ci-11 by a path which is internally disjoint from C U H. Then 
(4 N(ci+l) fl C[Cj+I, cj+d = N(Ct-I) n c[cj+*, cj+Il = 0; 
(b) if C, E (N(c;+I) U N(GI)) n C[Cj+l, G--J then 
Proof. If (a) or (b) do not hold, we easily construct a longer cycle than C and 
obtain a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose ci~cj~cg,ch E X such that cj E C[ci+l, c,] and ch E C[C,+~, ci]. 
Let S = C[c,+,, Q-J. Then 
(a) e({ci+l, Cj-I}, IS)< ISI -1; 
(b) if c~+~ and c~_~ are joined by a path which is internally disjoint from C U H, 
then e({ct-2, c~_,},S)~ISI -1; 
(c) if1 = 2 and j = i + 3, then e({ci+l, cj_,}, S) s (2(]S] - 2))/3. 
Proof. Let A = N(ci+,) fl S, B = N(cj_1) fl S. Since C is a longest cycle, we 
deduce that JSI 2 1. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that A # 0. 
By Lemma 2.4, A n C[C,+~, cr+t] = 0. L e w=min{ssg+l:c,EA}. ByLemma t 
2.4(a) and (b), 
B ES - (A- U C[c,_,, c,_t] U {c~-~}). 
Since A- rl C[C,,,_~, c,_t] = {c,,,-I} and C~_~ $ A- U C[c,-I, c,-t], we have ]B] s 
]S( - (]A] + 1) and c({ci+i, Cj_1)) S) = ]A] + ]B] s IS] - 1. SO (a) is proved. The 
proof of (b) is similar to the bove. 
Let us consider the case of (c). By the maximality of C, A, A+ and B- are 
pairwise disjoint. Therefore: 
(1) ifAsB, thenc,_,$AUB-UA+; 
(2) if A - B # 0, then choosing c, E A - B with s minimal, it follows that 
c,_, ES - (A U B- UA+); 
(3) if B c A, then cg+i $ A U B- U A+; 
(4) if B -A # 0, then choosing c, E B -A, with t maximal, it follows that 
c,ES-(AUB-UA+). 
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Since in any case at least two of c~_~, c,, cg+i, c, are not in A U B- UA+, thus 
we deduce that 
(AUB-UA+(=2(A]+]B]~]S]-2. 
Similarly, 2lBI + IAl s ISI - 2. Hence 
3]B] + 3]A] < 2(]S] - 2) 
and 
e({ci+l, Cj-l}> 3) = IAl + lBl< 
2(lSl- 2) 3 . 0 
Lemma 2.6. Zf G i.s k-regular on n < 4k vertices and x 2 2, then 
4k>x[(l+l)x-3k+3]+I+e(X,H). 
Proof. Let Si = C[U’, UT+J, 16 i G x, be the segments on C which are the sets of 
vertices of C between the vertices of X. Let Si n X+ = {pi}, Si fl X- = {qi} and 
si = lS,(. Using Lemma 2.5, 
e({pi, qi}> C - X) c ,g, (Si - I) + 2(Si - 1) 6 m - X - I(X - 1) + Si - 2, 
and since C is a longest cycle, e({pi, qi}, H) = 0. Let R = G - (C U H) and 
IRI = r. If no vertex of R is adjacent to both pi and qi, then 
e({pi, qi], R) s r 
and 
e({p,, qi}, G-X)cm +r-X--l(x - 1) +si-2 
<n--1-x-1(x-l)+q-2=n-(l+l)x+si-2. 
Thus 
e({p,, qi}, X) 222k -n + (I + 1)~ -si + 22 (I + 1)x -2k + 2-si. (I’) 
On the other hand, if some vertex of R is adjacent to both pi and qi, then by 
Lemma 2.5, 
e({qf, 4i), C - X) “,I;! (sj - 4 + 2(Si - 1). 
Since C is a longest cycle, and since q+ is joined to two vertices of W, we have 
e({qf, qi], H) =O and e({q;, qi}, R) G r. Using the argument given above, we 
deduce that 
e({q;, qi}, X) 3 (I + 1)~ - 2k + 2 - si. 
Using (1’) or (2’) and summing from i = 1 to x gives 
e(C-X,X)ax[(l+l)x-2k+2]-(n-Z-x) 
> x[(l + 1)x - 2k + 3] - 4k + 1. 
(2’) 
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Since G is k-regular, 
xkae(X, G-X)se(X, C-X)+e(X,H) 
a:x[(l+ 1)x - 2k + 3]- 4k + 1+ e(X, H). 
and 
4k 3 x[(l + 1)x - 3k + 3]+ 1 + e(X, H), 
as required. 0 
The following lemma extends a result obtained by Ash [l]. 
Lemma 2.7. Let C = c1c2. . - c,cl be a longest cycle in a graph G and ab be an 
edge of G - C. Let W, c N,(U), W, s N,(b), w, = IW,l and wb = IWbl. If w, z= wb, 
then 
(a) e(W,‘, W;) 6 w, + 2 wb-2swW,+2w,-2, and 
e(W,‘, W;) S 3(wal wb) - 2; 
moreover if v E W,‘” - W;, then 
(b) e(W,’ u {v}, W;) s w, + 1 + 2wb - 2 s wb + 1 + 2w, - 2, and 
e(W,‘U {v}, W;)S 2 
3(wa + wb + 1) _ 2 
. 
Proof. Since C is a longest cycle of G, Wz fl W; = 0. Let H be the bipartite 
subgraph of G with V(H) = W,+ U W; and E(H) = E(Wl, W;). Using the 
maximality of C, we deduce that there does not exist edges cici, c,c, E E(H) 
where c, E C[ci+i, cj-l] and C, E C[cj+lr ci-J. It follows that H may be drawn in 
the plane as an outerplanar bipartite graph. Using Euler’s formula and the facts 
that the outer face has at least 2w, edges and all other faces at least four edges, 
we deduce that e(H) c w, + 2wb - 2. Statement (b) is proved similarly. 17 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
By contradiction. Suppose that C is a longest cycle of G such that G - C 
contains a component H with 
(H(=h 
= max{ JH’I: H’ is a component of G - C’ for some longest cycle C’ of G} 2 2. 
Let R=G-(CUH) and ]RI = r. By Theorem 1.3, ICI 23k. Thus h Sk and 
d,-(v) 3 1 for each v E V(H). Consider the following three cases. 
Case 3.1: H is not Hamilton connected. 
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By Lemma 2.1, we may choose a longest path P in H, joining two vertices 
a,b E V(H) satisfying d,(a) + d,(b) s IPI. Using the notation of Definition 2.2, 
let (PI = I, W = {a, b} and X = N,(a) n N,(b). 
Suppose &(a) Z h(b), and without loss of generality assume that &(a) s 
d,-(b). Since &(a), d,(b) 2 1, we have q 2 2. Moreover, it can be seen that 
q ax + 1 + u, where u = 0 if N,(u) c N,(b) and otherwise o = 1. By Lemma 2.3, 
n~h+2(N,(W)l+(1-l)(x+l+a) 
> I+ 2 IN-(u) u N,(b)! + 2 I&(u) n N,(b)1 + (I - 3)x + (I - l)(l + a) 
2 I + 2(&(u) + d,(b)) + (1 - 3)x + (1- l)(l + a) 
2 21+ 2(2k - I) + (I - 3)x + u(l - 1) - 12 4k - 1 + (I - 3)x + a(/ - 1). 
Since H is not Hamilton connected, we have 12 3. Since n s 4k, we must have 
u = 0 and thus N,(u) c N,(b). Furthermore, (I - 3)x c 1. If I = 3, then it follows 
that d,(u) = d,(b) = 1 and since G is k-regular &(a) = d,(b). This contradicts 
the fact that N,-(u) is a proper subset of N,(b) and hence 12 4. Since (I - 3)x c 1, 
we have 1= 4 and x = 1. On the other hand, since N,(u) c N,(b), we know 
x = &(a). From d,(u) s 1 - d,(b) s 3, we obtain 
k = do(u) = de(u) + dn(u) s 4, 
contrary to the hypothesis about k and hence N&u) = N,(b). Since d,(u) + 
d,(b) s 1, we have d,-(u) + d,(b) 3 2k - 1 and so 
Using Lemma 2.6, 
4ka(k-;)[(I+l)(k-;)-3k+5]+l=f(l). (1) 
Since 3 < 1~ k, we have 
(l+l)(k-;)z-4(k-;)=4k-6 
and 
k_f,k 
2 2’ 
Therefore 
k(k - 1) 
f(l)> 2 +3>4k 
for k 2 9 since f(l) is a concave function. This contradicts (1) and completes the 
discussion of Case 3.1. 
Case 3.2: H is Hamilton connected and h 2 3. 
Subcuse 3.2.1: k - 2 s h G k. By Lemma 2.3, we have 
4k~n~h+21Nc(H)I+q(h-1). (2) 
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Since G is 3-connected, q 2 3. Since (N,-(H)1 2 q, h 2 k - 2 and k 2 6, we deduce 
that q = 3 and h s k - 1. Using (2) and the facts that q = 3 and d,(v) 2 k - h + 1 
for all u E V(H), we deduce that IN,(H)1 = 3. Let N,(H) = {x1, x2, xx} =X and 
let Si, S,, S, be the segments of C between the vertices of X. Put Si = &( and 
without loss of generality assume that si s Sj for 1 c i <j 6 3. 
Suppose h = k - 1. Then s1 = s2 = k - 1 and by the maximality of C, e(Si, Sj) = 
0 for 1s i <j < 3. Since S1 and S, can play the role of H and e(H, X) 2 2(k - l), 
we deduce that e(S,, X) 2 2(k - 1) and e(&, X) 2 2(k - 1). This contradicts the 
fact that e(X, H U S1 U &) 6 3k. 
Thus h = k - 2 and e(H, X) = 3(k - 2). Since each vertex of X is incident with 
two edges of C, it follows that E(X) c (E(H, X) U E(C)). Let X+ fl Si = {pi} 
and X- fl Si = {qi} for some 1 c i c 3. By Lemma 2.5.(a), e({pi], Sj) ssj - (k - 
2) for j#i. Since e({p,}, H) = 0 and e({pi}, X) = 1, it follows that 
e({pi}, G - Si) s 4k - si - 3(k - 2) - 2 = k - si + 4. 
Thus d,(p,) 2 si - 4 and by a similar argument d,(q,) 2 Si - 4. We next show that 
(Ns,(pi))-2 rl Ns,(qi) #0. If this were not the case, then since ((Ns,(pi))-*( = 
d,(pi) - 1 and IN.sz(Si)l = ds,(qi), we would have si 2 ds,(pi) + d,(q,) - 1 a 2si - 8, 
and hence si c 8. This contradicts the fact that si 2 h = k - 2 > 8. 
Choosing a vertex ti E (Ns,(pi))-’ n (Ns,(qi))+‘, we may use Lemma 2.4.(a) to 
deduce that e({ti}, Sj) = 0 for j # i. Since e({ti}, H) = 0 = e({t,}, X), we have 
d(ti) c si - 1 + r. Since s, + s2 + s3 = rr - (k - 2) - 3 - r s 3k - 1 - r, it follows 
that s,sk-1 and since ICjs3k, we have rS2. Thus s,=k-1, r=2, 
s2 = s3 = k - 1 and t, is adjacent to both vertices u,, u2 of G - (C U H). We may 
now use the fact that f1 and t, are both adjacent to u, to construct a longer cycle 
than C. This completes the discussion of Subcase 3.2.1. 
Subcase 3.2.2: 4 c h s k - 3. By Theorem 1.5, taking s = h + 1, we have 
4ksrrnh+(h+l)[k-(h+l)+2]=g(h). 
Since g(h) is concave and g(4) = g(k - 3) = 5k - 11 > 4k for k 2 12, we obtain an 
immediate contradiction. 
Subcase 3.2.3: h = 3. Let V(H) = { u, u, w}. Using the terminology of Defini- 
tion 2.2, we have W = V(H), I= 3 and q 3 IN,(u) fl N,(v)J. Also q 3 2. So by 
Lemma 2.3, 
4k a (HI + 2 IN,-(H)( + 2q 
3 3 + 2 IN,(u) u N,(v)1 + 2 l&(u) n &(v)l+ 2 WC(W) - (NC(U) U Wv))l 
2 3 + 2(&(u) + d,(v)) + 2 l&(w) - WC(U) U N4~))l 
a 4k - 1 + 2 IN,-(w) - (N,-(u) U N,(V))]. 
Hence N,(w) c N,(u) U N,(V) and similarly N,(u) c N,(V) UN,(w) and 
N,(v) c N,(u) UN,(w). Using Lemma 2.6 with X = N,(H) and x a k - 2 gives 
4k ax[(f + 1)x - 3k + 3]+ I + e(H, X) 
a (k - 2)(k - 5) + 3 - 3(k - 2) = k* - 4k + 7. 
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This contradicts the fact k 2 63 and completes the proof of Case 3.2. 
Case 3.3: h = 2. 
Let V(H) = {a, b}. For f E {a, b}, put 
X, = &(f)Y %=X/%X,-, X,,=X,nX,, 
z, = x; - (X,- u X,‘,), Mf = x,- - (Xr’ u X,), 
IX, I =s, IW =Yf, Ix,, I = &xb, P-f I = + 
Then IMf 1 = xf - yf - x,b = Z~ Since C is a longest cycle it follows that 
4k-2~ICIs2y,+2yb+3z,+3zb+3x,,. 
Since 
y, + z, + x,b = &(a) = k - 1 = d,-(b) = yb + zb + x&,, 
we have 4k - 2 3 3(k - 1) •t yb i- z, + 2zb. Hence 
(3) 
k+l 
and similarly 
k+l 
z, s - 
2 * (5) 
Let s be the set of segments of C between the vertices of X, U Xb and let &, be 
the set of all Si E S such that Si is a segment between two vertices of X& Let 
s’={~ieS&: lsil=2}, s3 = {si E s,b: lsil = 3}, s4 = {si E s,b: lsil ~ 4}}, 
12 = IS219 13 = IS31, 14 = IS41 
z,, = x,‘, - x,-,“, it!&b = x, - xa+b2, and P = X,+,” fl X,-,‘. 
Then lz,,l = lM&,I = x,b - 12 and IPI = 1,. ht 
T=X,+UX;UX,+UX,UPU{a,b}. 
Using (3) it follows that 
(6) 
Since e(T, G - T) = k ITI - 2e(T) and e(G - T, T) = k(n - ITI) - 2e(G - T), we 
may use (6) to deduce that 
n = 2 I TI _ 2@(T) - 4G - T)) = 4k + 2z 
k a 
+ 2z 
b 
+ 21 
3 
_ 2tetT) - etG - T)) 
k . (7) 
We shall use the following results to obtain upper bound on e(T). 
d(a), {b)) = 1; 
e({a, b), T - {a, b)) = 0; 
e(X,’ U X,‘) = 0; 
e(X; U Xi) = 0; 
if cicj E E(Xz, X,“) U E(Xl, X,“), then j = i + 1 and ci E Xzb; 
if cicj E E(X,*, Xc) U E(X,*, Xi), then i = i + 1 and cj E X,. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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The statements (9)-(13) follows from the maximality of C. 
Using (lo)-(13), it follows that 
e(X,+ U X,‘, Xi U Xb) = e(Z, U Zb U Zab, Ma U Mb U Ma,) + 12. 
By Lemma 2.7, 
3(2, + z, + 2&b - 212) 
= 
2 
- 2, 
and 
e(Zb u zob, Ma u Mob) c 
3(& + zb + 2&b - 212) 
2 
- 2. 
Furthermore, 
e(-G, M,) s 22 
and 
e(&, Mb) s Z;. 
Using (14)-(18), we obtain 
e(X,+UX~,X,UX,)~z~+z~+3(z,+Zb+~,b-21~)-4+1~. 
By (12) and (13) 
e(P, X,’ U Xi U X,’ U X;) = 213 
and 
e(P)<:. 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Using (8)-(11) and (19)-(21), we obtain that 
l2 
e( 7) < .izi + ,?t + 3(z, + zb + 2&b - 212) + 12 + ; + 21, - 3 
: 
c Z; + Z; + 32, + 32, + .?&b - 12) + f + 213 + k - 4, 
since xab < k. Substituting into (7) gives 
(22) 
S&case 3.3.1: z, 2 1 and zb 3 1. Using (4) and (5), and the facts that 
l3 6 k - 3, xab - l2 < k, n S 4k, z, 2 1, zb 2 1 and k 2 63, it follows from (22) that 
&+z,+1,cl3 and 
nz=4k-10. (23) 
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If xab - l2 < 2, + zb + &, then substituting into (22), we get 
(k - 17) 
TZ 3 4k - 2 + (Za + Zb + &) 7 
and hence z, = zb = 1 and l3 = 0, and also from (22) we have 
na4k-2+4 1-i -:>4k, ( > 
a contradiction. So we assume that x,b > z, + zb + l2 + 1,. It follows that some 
vertex in X, belongs to a segment S’ l &, of at least four vertices (i.e. length at 
least three). 
Let S’ II X,‘b” = {u}, S’ fl X,-,” = {u}, and put TI = T U {u, v}. Applying a 
similar argument to the one used to obtain (7), we have 
n=4k+4+2Z,+2Zb+213- 
2(G) - 4G - T,)) 
k 
(24) 
Also 
e({a, b), {u, v)) = 0, 
e(u, X,’ U X,‘) = 1, bY (12) 
e(v, X; U Xi) = 1, by (13) 
e(X,‘UX,‘U {u}, Xi UX; U {v}) 
s e(-& U & U &, U {u}, k& U k!b U&b U {u}) + 312, 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
by (lo)-(13) and using the facts that e(u, X,-M,,) G IX,‘,- Zab( = f2, and 
e(u, X,‘, - &,) s 12. 
Using Lemma 2.7(a) and (b), we have 
e(-%U zab"{U},MbUMab)~ 
3(z, + zb + 2&b - 21, + 1) 
- 2 2, (29) 
e(zb, {v} u Ma,) s (x,6 - 12) + 1 + 2zb - 2, 
e(&,, M, u {v}) s (&,b - 1,) + 22, + 1 - 2. 
(30) 
(31) 
Furthermore, 
e(Z,, Ma U iv>) c zi + z,, (32) 
e(zb u {u>, Mb) s Zg + Zb, (33) 
e(zbU{u)>Ma)~ 2 
%b + za + 1) _ 2 
, (34) 
e({u>, {u>) s 1. 
Combining (28)-(35) gives 
(35) 
e(X,’ U X,’ U {u}, {v} U Xi U Xb) < z: + 226 + 62, + 6zb + 5(&b - &) - 2 + 31,. 
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Using (8)-(ll), (20), (21), (24)-(27) and the fact that e({u, v}, P) s 213, we have 
e( TI) < zf + 2; + 62, + 62, + 5(.rab - 1J - 2 + 312 + : + 413. (36) 
We next consider e(G - T). Clearly, any vertex of TI is incident to at most 
two edges on C, and any segment of S* has two consecutive vertices in TI and any 
one in S3 has three consecutive ones. So 
e(C - TI) 2 (Cl - 2 ITI/ + I2 + 21,. 
Let R = G - (C U H) and choose w E V(R). By the maximality of C, e(w, X,’ U 
X,’ U {u}) c 1, e(w, X; U Xi U {v}) s 1 and e(w, P) < 1. Since e(w, H) = 0, we 
easily deduce that e(R, C - T,) 2 IR I. Thus 
e(G - TJ 2 ICI - 2 ITI1 + l2 + 213 + IRI 
2 n - 2 - (4k + 4 + 22, + 22, + 213) + 1, + 213 
s I2 - 2.2, - 22, - 16, by (23). (37) 
Now (24), (36) and (37) imply that 
.a4k+4+2za(l-?)+2z,,(l-9) 
(38) 
To complete the discussion of Case 3.3.1., we show that 
x,b 6 212 + 13 + i& + zb + 2. (39) 
To accomplish this, we define t2,t3,t4 to be the number of segments of S which 
follow a vertex of X,b and have two, three, and at least four vertices, 
respectively. Then t2 + t3 + t4 = xab and 
2y, + 2yb + 32, + 32, + 3t, + ‘b, + %, s ICI c 4k - 2. 
Using (3), we deduce that Z~ + zb - t2 + t4 S 2. Thus 
&b = tz + t3 + t4 c 2t, + t3 - z, - zb + 2. 
Since l-r + t3 G l2 + l3 + z, + zb and t2 S f2 + z, + zb, (39) follows. 
Using (39) and (3), we obtain 
10.&b - 61, + 28 6 &. + 6k + 3& + 28 
S 7k + 31, + 26 (za 2 1 implies _&,b < k - 2). 
Substituting into (38) gives 
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Since 
k+l 
for all 1 G 2, < - 
2 
and 
k+l 
for all 1 s 2, < - 
2 ’ 
the above inequality implies 
n>4k-3+4 1-i -?=4k+l-:>4k, 
( > 
a contradiction and this completes the discussion of Subcase 3.3.1. 
Subcuse 3.3.2: min{%, zb} = 0. Assuming z, = 0, it follows that y, = 0. Hence 
X,=Xnh=Xb=Xandzb=yb=O. 
For any Si ES’, by the hypothesis of the maximality of IHI, we have 
e(S,, R) = 0. Using Lemma 2.5.(c), 
4% $1 s 2(ls,l - 2) 3 
for any Sj E S,, - {Si}. Therefore, considering e(&) = 1, we deduce that 
e($, X) 2 2(k - 1) - 
2(4k - 2 - I - (k - 1) - 2(k - 1)) 4(k - 2) 
3 
s-----. (40) 
3 
Using (40), and (l’), (2’) of the proof of Lemma 2.6, we have 
(k - 1)k > e(G -X, X) 2 e(H, X) + e(S*, X) + e(S3 U S4, X) 
?=2(k-l)+I, + (1, + I,)(k - 1) - (n - 2 - (k - 1) - 212). 
From l2 + I, + l4 = xab = k - 1, it follows that 
k2+1>12 + (k - 1 - l,)(k - 1) 
and 6k Z= f2(k + 1). So we obtain that l2 6 5. 
Since 212 + 313 + 41, s IC -XI s 4k - 2 - (k - l), we have k - 3 s l3 + 212. 
From (22), we may easily deduce that 
and so I, 6 12. Therefore we have k s 3 + 12 + 10 = 25, contrary to the hypothesis 
of k a 63. 
We finish the discussion of Subcase 3.3.2 and therefore complete the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 0 
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